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Abstract 

This study aims to find the relationship between the aggressive behavior and parent 

treatment methods for the students of high secondary school in Jeddah province on 

the light of some demographic  variable, where the study was applied on a sample of 

(370) students in high secondary grade. The students were chosen randomly from four 

secondary school in Jeddah. The researcher used the measurement of aggressive 

behavior (Dr. Amal Bazah), and the measurement of parent treatment method (Dr. 

Mohamed Al-Garni), where the first  scale  included four dimension. The material, 

verbal, a aggression, and anger offensive.The second  scale included four dimension 

the aggressive method, and extra protection, ad the neglect and insure the  validity and 

reliability on a sample of (45) students. Five assumptions were treated statistically  by 

the following methods. (Means –  deviation corr. And factor analysis) and the results 

come as following: concerning with aggressive behavior and parent treatment 

methods, and mothers treatment methods, shows that there are indicators of finding 

positive relationship between parents cruelty  methods and aggressive behavior in the 

sons, and a positive relation between the put extra protection and the aggressive 

behavior in sons and a negative relation between parent misdealing method and 

aggressive behavior in the sons. There are four factors concerning with father that link 

the sons aggressive behavior with the parent treatment methods, the changes of father 

education, mother leaning , and resident place. The researcher called them as follows 

the first factor misdealing of father leads to aggressive behavior from the sons. The 

second factor is the strictness of father as kind of sons protection. The third factor is 

the sami educations between the parents. The forth feather is the rotation of residence. 

It is shown also four factors that link with matter and their relationship with 

aggressive behaviors of sons. There factors are parents treatment methods changes in 

parents educations mother learning ,and the behavior of residence. The researcher 

called the following: The aggression of sons due to the neglect of mother.  The second 

factor is the son residence receiver that reflect the level of parent education. The third 

factor is the cruelty of mother as a kind of sons protection. The forth factor mother 

upnormality treatment indicationto misdealing of mother.  

On the light of the study results, the researcher put some scientific ,educational, and 

psychological recommendations in the field of a teen-ager socialization.                   

 


